Watercolor Printed Leaves

Make easy leaf prints with leaves you collect on your walks outside.
You need
Watercolor paint or watercolor crayons. An inexpensive set of children's watercolors is
perfect, you don't need anything fancy to make a great print!
Paintbrush
Paper (copy paper is fine)
Paper towels
Container for water
Zipper top bag, any size
Take a walk and collect flat leaves. I bring a zipper top bag with me on my walks, and I lay
all my leaves flat inside it. When I get home, I exhale into the bag before I zip it shut, and I
store it flat in the crisper drawer of the refrigerator. My breath gives the leaves carbon dioxide,
and that keeps them fresh for up to a week.
Leaves from these trees print well: sycamore, maple, oak, dogwood, redbud. Shiny leaves, like
those from a holly or magnolia don't print as well because the watercolor can't stick to them.
The PlantNet free app identifies leaves from your photo, and leaf-id.com identifies leaves by
shape.

Let's print! Back inside or outside at a picnic table...choose your leaf and look at both sides of
it, one side will be smoother, and the other will be rougher. The rougher side, the side with
the veins, is the one to paint.
• Wet your paintbrush
• Rub the wet brush hard into your favorite color, really cover the brush with paint
• Paint the entire surface of the leaf. Even if the paint beads up on the surface of the leaf,
that's ok. Add other colors as you wish.
• Lay a piece of copy paper onto the wet leaf and rub. Don't forget to rub (and paint) the
stem!
Make a leaf sandwich!
• You need two pieces of copy paper
• Paint both sides of a leaf, holding it by its stem
• Place the leaf onto one of the sheets of paper, cover with the second sheet, and rub...don't
forget the stem!
• Life off the top sheet, the leaf, and look at the double print you have just made, front and
back of your leaf.
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